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BrepolsOnline Journals provides online access to 57 academic journals in a broad range of research areas of the Humanities. The platform offers access to well-established journals with a long scholarly tradition (e.g. Antiquité Tardive, Romance Philology, or Viator), as well as to more recent journals that fill specific gaps in current research. Finally, BrepolsOnline Journals also features journals and articles in Open Access.

A current subscription gives you perpetual access to all content published during your subscription as well as complimentary access to the 10 most recent backlist years. Access to older issues is available at interesting prices.

BrepolsOnline Journals: Archive (up till 2011)

Almost 26,000 articles are now available in BrepolsOnline Journals-Archive. With journal coverage available as far back as the nineteenth century for some journals, the Archive offers perpetual access to the full text of groundbreaking articles spanning fields such as Classical Studies, Literature, Medieval Studies, and Philosophy, many of which are otherwise rare or hard-to-locate. Coverage includes back issues of long-established journals such as Revue bénédictine (4,000+ articles) or Analecta Bollandiana (2,500+ articles).
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“(…) these broad resources for essays and journal articles, searchable at the full-text level so users can find themes and details across subject areas, are especially valuable (…) Summing Up: Highly recommended.”

M.C. Schaus, in: Choice, November 2013